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Abstract

Scientific applications require processing high-volume on-line streams
of numerical data from instruments and simulations. We present an exten-
sible stream database system that allows scalable and flexible continuous
queries on such streams. Application dependent streams and query func-
tions are defined through an Object-Relational model. Distributed exe-
cution plans for continuous queries are described as high-level data flow
distribution templates. Using a generic template we define two partition-
ing strategies for scalable parallel execution of expensive stream queries:
window split and window distribute. Window split provides operators
for customized parallel execution of query functions whose complexity de-
pends on size of the data units on which they are applied. It reduces
the size of stream data units using application dependent functions as
parameters. By contrast, window distribute provides operators for cus-
tomized distribution of entire data units without reducing their size. We
evaluated these strategies for a typical high volume scientific stream ap-
plication and show that window split is favorable when computational
resources are limited, while window distribute is better when there are
sufficient resources.

1 Introduction

In order to explore information from very high volume raw data generated by
scientific instruments, such as satellites, on-ground antennas, and simulators,
scientists need to perform a wide range of analyses over the data streams. Com-
plex analyses are presently done off-line on data stored on disk using hard-coded
predefined processing of the data. The off-line processing creates large backlogs
of unanalyzed data and the high volume produced by scientific instruments
can even be too large to store and process [13, 14]. Furthermore, off-line data
processing prevents timely analysis after interesting natural events occurred.

We address these problems by utilizing an extensible scientific stream database
system, GSDM1, where scientists can specify in a flexible way analyses as on-
line distributed continuous queries (CQs) over the streams. A distributed and

1Grid Stream Database Manager
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Figure 1: A generic data flow distribution template for partitioning parallelism

parallel architecture provides scalability for both data volumes and computa-
tions.

GSDM provides a generic framework for specifying distributed strategies to
execute continuous queries on streams. The user specifies operators on stream
data as declarative stream query functions, SQFs, defined over logical windows
of stream data. The SQFs may contain user-defined functions implemented in,
e.g., C and plugged into the system. The system is extensible with new types
of stream data sources and SQFs over them.

The user may also specify data flow distribution templates, DFDTs, which
are parameterized descriptions of how to express a CQ as distributed com-
positions of SQFs together with a logical site assignment for each SQF. For
extensibility, a DFDT may be defined in terms of other data flow distribution
templates. For scalable execution of CQs containing expensive SQFs we provide
a generic DFDT for customizable data partitioning parallelism. It is illustrated
in Figure 1 and contains three phases: partition, compute, and combine. In the
partition phase the stream is split into sub-streams, in the compute phase an
SQF is applied in parallel on each sub-stream, and in the combine phase the
results of the computations are combined into one stream.

The generic DFDT has been used to define two different stream partitioning
strategies: SQF dependent window split (WS) and SQF independent window
distribute (WD). Window split provides SQF dependent partition and combine
strategies while window distribute is applicable on any SQF. Window split is
favorable, e.g., for many numerical algorithms on vectors that scale through
user-defined vector partitioning. Both strategies use a pair of non-blocking and
order preserving SQFs to specify the partition and combine phases.

The partition phase in window split is defined by a DFDT, operator depen-
dent stream split(OS-Split) to perform application dependent splitting of logical
windows into smaller ones. An SQF, operator dependent stream join(OS-Join),
implements the combine phase.

Window split is particularly useful when scaling the logical window size for an
SQF with complexity higher than O(n) over the window size. For example, our
Space Physics application [14] requires, e.g., the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)
to be applied on large vector windows and we use OS-Split and OS-Join to
implement an FFT-specific stream partitioning strategy. FFT is commonly used
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in signal processing applications and is computationally expensive. Therefore,
it strongly affects the performance of entire class of application queries.

As a window distribute strategy, we provide a Round Robin stream parti-
tioning (RR) strategy where entire logical windows of streams are distributed
based on the order they arrive. In the combine phase, the result sub-streams
are merged on their order identifier2. This is an extension of the conventional
Round Robin partitioning [9] for data streams. Window distribute by Round
Robin does not decrease the size of logical windows; therefore the compute phase
of FFT could run slower than with window split.

Our experiments show that both partitioning strategies have advantages in
specific situations. If the CQ is to be executed on a limited number of nodes,
so that the compute phase overloads processors, the window split is preferable
since it utilizes semantics of the SQFs to achieve a more scalable parallel exe-
cution. However, if the system has resources enough to avoid the overloading,
window distribute with RR may have better performance depending on the cost
of partitioning and combining SQFs.

Our contributions are:

• High-level data flow distribution templates (DFDTs) specify distributed
execution patterns of CQs in terms of SQFs. This allows easy specification
of CQs combined with various user-defined stream partitioning strategies.
In particular we defined a generic DFDT for partitioned parallel execution
of expensive SQFs.

• Window split strategies are defined by parameterizing the generic DFDT
with a partitioning DFDT, operator dependent stream split(OS-Split), and
a combining SQF, operator dependent stream join(OS-Join). They allow
windows of different streams to be split and joined through user defined
partitioning and combining functions while preserving the stream order.

• The same generic DFDT is also used for defining window distribute strate-
gies by parameterizing it with a partitioning DFDT, stream distribute(S-
Distribute) and a combining SQF, stream merge(S-Merge). They provide
SQF independent data distribution that preserves the stream order and
are further parameterizable by, e.g., Round Robin partitioning.

• We compared window split and window distribute for an example scientific
application to evaluate their scalability. Experimental results show that
window split can improve scalability, in particular when SQFs require
substantial computational resources.

• A GSDM system architecture has been designed and implemented. A
coordinator module compiles DFDTs into execution plans where logical
nodes are assigned to execution nodes, sets up the GSDM execution nodes,
and supervises the CQ execution.

2E.g., in our application a time stamp is used.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we present
related work. Section 3 presents GSDM. Different strategies for scalable exe-
cution of expensive scientific stream operators are described in Section 4 while
Section 5 analyzes their performance. Section 6 summarizes.

2 Related work

Parallel CQs processing in [10, 11] is provided by the flux operator that encap-
sulates general partitioning strategies, such as hash partitioning. We also have
customized general partitioning and in addition investigate operator-dependent
window split strategies for expensive operators over streams of non-relational
data.

The main advantage of the first version of flux [11] is adaptive partitioning
on the fly for optimal load balancing of parallel CQ processing. One of the
motivations is the fact that content-sensitive partitioning schemas as hashing
can cause big data skew in the partitions and therefore need load balancing.
We do not deal with load imbalance problems since the partitioning schemas
we consider (WS and WD with RR), chosen to meet our scientific application
requirements, are content insensitive, i.e. do not cause load imbalance in a
homogeneous cluster environment. The last version of flux [10] encapsulates
fault-tolerance logic and is not related to the problems addressed here.

The need for partition, compute, and combine phases for user-defined func-
tions in object-relational databases was indicated by [8]. However, the idea to
specify generic and modular data flow distribution patterns through DFDTs is
to the best of our knowledge unique.

Data partitioning strategies for parallel databases [9] such as Round Robin
can be used as parameters of window distribute strategy. What makes the
stream partitioning strategies different is that the processing must preserve
chronological ordering of the stream. We provide this property by special stream
operators synchronizing the parallel result streams in the combine phase.

The idea to separate parallel functionality from data partitioning seman-
tics by customized partitioning functions is similar to Volcano’s [4] support
functions parameterizing the exchange operator. In contrast, we have pairs of
partition and combine operators where the combine operator preserves stream
order. While window distribute parameterized by, e.g., Round Robin is simi-
lar to the exchange operator, window split is novel. Furthermore, we express
stream partitioning and combining as high level declarative SQFs, which al-
lows the user to customize the parallel execution using knowledge about the
application semantics.

Most of the stream processing systems [1, 3, 6, 7] are based on the relational
model, have fine granularity of stream data items, and small cost of stream oper-
ators per item. In contrast, the streams in the scientific applications we address
have big total volume and data item size, and the operators are computationally
expensive. Therefore, we address the problem for parallelizing expensive stream
operators to achieve scalable execution.
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Figure 2: GSDM System Architecture with an example data flow graph

Some projects [2, 15] deal with processing of distributed streams with small
items and cheap operators. This is different than the problem to efficiently
partition expensive stream operators. Box splitting in distributed eddies[15] is
a form of parallel processing of a stream operator where data partitioning is done
as part of a tuple routing policy. This is similar to our window distribute, but
we customize explicitly the data partitioning strategy and also provide order
preservation. Window split does not have analogue in any stream database
system.

Similarly to Tribeca[12] we utilize an extensible object-based model. Our
stream operators for the window distribute strategy are related to Tribeca’s
demultiplexing (demux) and multiplexing (mux) operators, but they have more
restricted partitioning based on data content for aggregation purposes rather
than for parallelization.

The idea to extend the concept of a database query with numerical compu-
tations over scientific data was originally proposed by [16], but the work does
not address parallel execution nor stream databases.

3 The GSDM System

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the GSDM system with an example of a
generated data flow graph for execution of a CQ. Through a GSDM client the
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user submits the CQ specification to the coordinator. The specification contains
the characteristics of stream data sources such as data types and IP addresses,
the destination of the result stream, and the SQFs to be executed in the query.
The CQ can be specified to run for a limited amount of time or until explicitly
stopped by the user.

The coordinator manages CQs and processing resources. Given a CQ and
a DFDT, the coordinator acquires resources from a cluster computer and con-
structs an execution plan as a distributed data flow graph where GSDM working
nodes execute SQFs.

3.1 Stream Query Functions

The stream data are modeled through an extensible Object-Relational data
model where entities are represented as types organized in a hierarchy. The en-
tity attributes and the relationships between entities are represented as functions
on objects. In this model, the stream data sources are instances of a user-defined
type Stream(Fig. 3) with functions name that identifies the stream, and source
and dest that specify stream source and destination addresses, respectively.

In our model stream elements are objects called logical windows. A logical
window can be an atomic object but is usually a collection, which can be ordered
vector (sequence) or unordered bag. The elements of the collections can be any
type of object.

The logical windows are represented as instances of subtypes of an abstract
type Window. Streams with different types of logical windows are represented
as subtypes of the type Stream.
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A stream query function (SQF) is a declarative query that computes a logical
window in a result stream given one or several input streams. The GSDM
engine executes continuously an SQF to produce output windows inserted by
the engine into the result stream. To provide referential transparency in SQFs,
the GSDM engine moves a cursor over each stream. There is a library of stream
access functions that return logical windows from streams relative to the current
cursor position. For example, the generic function

currentWindow(Stream s) -> Window w

returns the current logical window w at the cursor of an input stream s.
There are also functions aggregating logical windows from a stream. For

example, the function

slidingWindow(Stream s, Integer sz, Integer st)
-> Vector of Window w

combines sz next logical windows in a stream s into a vector of logical windows.
The parameter st is the sliding step.

The stream access functions are overloaded for each user stream subtype
and generated automatically when a new user stream type is registered to the
system. They do not have side effects since they operate on a list of pointers to
logical windows maintained by the system.

The streams in our application [14] (Fig. 3) are radio signals produced
by digital space receivers represented by type Radiosignal. The instrument
produces three signal channels, one for each space dimension, and a time stamp.
Thus, each logical window of type RadioWindow has the attributes ts, x, y, and
z, where ts is a time stamp and x, y, and z are vectors of complex numbers
representing sequences of signal samples.

The types and functions in the application specific part of Figure 3 are
generated when the user defines an application stream type by calling a system
procedure, create stream type3, e.g.:

create_stream_type("RADIOSIGNAL", {"ts","x","y","z"},
{"timeval","vector of complex",
"vector of complex", "vector of complex"});

The SQF fft3 below is defined on Radiosignal stream type and computes
FFT on each of the three channels of the current logical window of the radio
stream. It calls a foreign function fft that computes the FFT over a vector of
complex numbers4:

create function fft3(Radiosignal s) -> RadioWindow
as select radioWindow({ts(v),fft(x(v)),fft(y(v)),fft(z(v))})

from RadioWindow v
where v = currentWindow(s);

3The notation {...} is used for constructing vectors (sequences) in GSDM.
4The function radioWindow is a system generated constructor of a new instance of type

RadioWindow
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To enable stream processing independent on the physical communication me-
dia of the streams, a stream type needs interface methods for different physical
media (function interface). Every stream maintains its own buffer and cur-
sor through the stream interface methods open, next, insert, and close. These
methods have side effects on the state of the stream and are therefore called
only by the GSDM engine when executing an SQF. The next method reads the
next logical window from an input stream and moves the cursor, while insert
emits a logical window to an output stream. The system provides support for
streams communicated on TCP and UDP protocols, local streams stored in
main memory, streams connected to the standard output, or to visualization
programs.

3.2 Data Flow Distribution Templates

A data flow distribution template specifies a CQ as distributed composition of
SQFs or other DFDTs. Each DFDT has a constructor that creates a data flow
graph where vertices are SQFs assigned to logical execution sites. The arcs
in the graph are producer-consumer relationships between SQFs. We provide
a library of DFDTs including the generic PCC (Partition-Compute-Combine)
that specifies a lattice-shaped data flow graph template as in Figure 1.

For example the window distribute data flow in Figure 4b is created by:

set wd= PCC(2,"S-Distribute","RRpart","fft3", "S-Merge",0.1);
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The graph constructor PCC is parameterized on i) the degree of parallelism
(2); ii) partitioning method (S-Distribute); iii) parameter of the partitioning
method (RRPart); iv) SQF to be computed (fft3); v) the combining method
(S-Merge); and vi) parameter of the combining method (0.1, a time-out).

The operator dependent window split data flow in Figure 4c is created by:

set ws = PCC(2,"OS-Split","fft3part","fft3",
"OS-Join","fft3combine");

In this case the parameters fft3part and fft3combine are FFT-dependent win-
dow transformation functions defined in the next section. They are parameters
of the partitioning method OS-Split and the combining method OS-Join.

Executions of SQFs on one node are specified by a DFDT constructor called
Central. For example, the following call generates the central data flow graph
shown in Fig. 4a:

set c = Central("fft3");

Furthermore, DFDTs can also be used in place of SQF arguments in calls
to DFDT constructors in order to construct complex graph structures. For
example, the following call creates the distributed graph in Fig. 8a:

set wd-tree = PCC(2,"S-Distribute","RRpart",
"PCC",{2,"S-Distribute","RRpart","fft3",

"S-Merge",0.1},
"S-Merge",0.1);

3.3 Continuous Query Compilation and Execution

The data flow graph created by calls to DFDT constructors is compiled and
executed. The compilation produces a physical distributed execution plan given
the input and output streams of the CQ, along with computational resources
for the execution, i.e. an IP address of a cluster computer.

For example:

set s1 = register_input_stream("Radiosignal","1.2.3.4","UDP");
set s2 = register_result_stream("1.2.3.5","Visualize");
compile(ws, {s1}, {s2}, "hagrid.it.uu.se");

In the example the data flow graph ws has one input stream of type Ra-
diosignal accessible by a stream interface called UDP. The result stream con-
nects to a visualizing application on the specific address using a stream interface
called Visualize. The execution nodes are requested from the cluster named ha-
grid.it.uu.se.

The compiler first requests cluster resources and maps the logical execution
sites specified through the DFDT to the execution nodes in the cluster.

The data flow graph is then traversed starting with SQF vertices connected
to input streams. For the result of each traversed SQF the compiler creates
internal streams connecting to the consuming SQFs.
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The result of the compilation is a physical execution plan, also in form of
data flow graph, that is installed on the working nodes distributed according to
the execution site assignments.

Finally the execution plan is started by calling a run procedure to activate
the data flow:

run(ws);

4 Query Execution Strategies

In this section we investigate different strategies for parallelizing an application
dependent stream operator using as an example the SQF fft3 defined in the
previous section.

First, we look at what strategies are appropriate to parallelize application
specific operators over scientific data streams and formulate the requirements
for the strategies. In the next section, we evaluate their scalability measured in
terms of total maximum throughput and size of the logical windows wrt. the
SQFs.

In the work presented we consider data partitioning parallelism for an ex-
pensive SQF5. Future work will include a CQ optimizer that constructs and
searches in a wider space of distributed execution patterns.

We can formulate the following requirements for stream data partitioning
strategies to parallelize expensive SQFs:

1) Partitioning must preserve semantics of the SQF.
2) The partitioning strategy must be order preserving.
3) The partitioning strategy has to provide as good as possible load balanc-

ing.
The scalability of a parallel data flow graph depends both on the scalability

of the SQF and of the partitioning strategy itself.
Our two overall stream data partitioning strategies, window distribute and

window split fulfill the requirements stated above. Window distribute distributes
entire logical windows to different partitions. Since the SQFs are executed on
logical windows, window distribute does not affect the parallelized operator
neither is it dependent on it. The routing of windows can be based on any
well-known partitioning strategy, such as Round Robin, hash partitioning, or
other user-defined partitioning. This is a parameter of the S-distribute DFDT.

In contrast, the window split strategy splits a single logical window into
sub-windows that are distributed to corresponding partitions. In this way a
stream operator can be executed in parallel on the sub-windows, which allows
to achieve better scalability of expensive SQFs with respect to the sizes of
the logical windows. In order to preserve the operator semantics window split
needs knowledge about application data types and SQF semantics when creating
and combining sub-windows. Therefore, the stream operators implementing

5Notice that complex queries can always be encapsulated in SQFs.
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the window split strategy need SQF-dependent parameters specifying window
splitting and combining functions.

Both partitioning strategies utilize the generic PCC defined above.

4.1 Window Distribute Implementation in GSDM

For window distribute we provide a partitioning DFDT, S-Distribute, and a
combining SQF, S-Merge, with the following signatures:

S-Distribute(Integer n, Function distrf) -> Dataflow
S-Merge(Vector of Stream s, Real timeout) -> Window

S-Distribute takes as parameter n the number of partitions and an SQF distrf
that selects the next logical window for a sub-stream. S-Distribute generates a
distributing hypernode in the data flow graph. Figure 5 illustrates the result
of the following call to the constructor of S-Distribute with parameters 2 and
RRpart, specifying Round Robin partitioning on two nodes:

S-Distribute(2,"RRpart");

The RRpart is an SQF that specifies a single Round Robin partition on any
stream of logical windows:

create function RRpart(Stream s, Integer ptot, Integer pno)
-> Window

as select w[pno]
from Vector of Window w
where w = slidingWindow(s,ptot,ptot);

Here, ptot is the total number of partitions and pno is the order number of
the partition selected.

In order to fulfill the order preserving requirement above, the combine phase
must order result sub-streams after the compute phase. This is the purpose of
the S-Merge stream operator. It assumes that the sub-streams are ordered by,
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e.g., a time stamp, and thus it is a variant of merge join on the stream ordering
attribute extended with an additional parameter - a time-outout period. The
time-out is needed since the partitioned sub-streams are processed on different
execution nodes, which introduces communication and/or processing delays at
the merging node. Since the merge algorithm needs to be non-blocking for real
time stream processing, it has a policy how to handle delayed or lost data. Our
policy is to introduce the time-out. It is the time period that the S-Merge waits
for a stream window to arrive if it is not present locally before assuming that
the window was lost. Other policies, such as replacement or approximation of
missing windows are also possible.

The following call to S-Merge merges the result sub-streams on time stamp
with time-out parameter set to 0.1 sec.:

S-Merge({s21,s22},0.1));

The notations s21 and s22 are logical names of streams from the compute
phase (Figure 4b).

Our choice to implement Round Robin as parameter of window distribute
was based on the fact that it provides good load balancing. Other strategies,
such as hash partitioning, are content-sensitive, i.e. the decision where to dis-
tribute a window is based on the content in the window. They usually introduce
load imbalance due to the data skew. For some applications this disadvantage
can be compensated by the benefits for queries such as join or grouping on
the partitioning key. Such benefits cannot be expected in our signal processing
application.

4.2 Window Split Implementation in GSDM

The window split strategy can be used for a particular stream operator if a
pair of window transformation functions are defined that specify how to split a
logical window into sub-windows and how to combine the result sub-windows
while preserving the SQF semantics.
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Data flow graphs for Window split partitioning use the DFDT OS-Split and
the SQF OS-Join as parameters of the generic PCC. They have the following
signatures:

OS-Split(Integer n, Function splitf) -> Dataflow;
OS-Join(Vector of Stream s, Function combinef) -> Window;

OS-Split takes as a parameter the number of partitions n, which is equal to
the number of sub-windows to be created from one logical window. Another
parameter is a window transformation function splitf that specifies how sub-
windows are created from the original logical window. The following call to the
constructor of OS-Split creates the hypernode in Figure 6:

OS-Split(2,"fft3part");

fft3part is an FFT specific window transformation function that splits a window
into sub-windows by splitting its vector components:

create function fft3part(Radiowindow w,
Integer ptot, Integer pno) -> RadioWindow

as select radioWindow({ts(w),
fftpart(x(w),ptot,pno),
fftpart(y(w),ptot,pno),
fftpart(z(w),ptot,pno)})

Here ptot is the total number of partitions and pno is the order number of the
partition selected.

fftpart partitions a vector according to the FFT-Radix K[5] algorithm where
K is a power of 2. For example, when K = 2 the algorithm computes FFT for
vector of size N by computing FFT on 2 sub-vectors of size N

2 formed from the
original vector by grouping the odd and even index positions, respectively.

OS-Join combines logical sub-windows, one from each parallel SQF compu-
tation, into one logical result window. It is a form of equijoin on the ordering
components of the windows that in addition takes as a parameter a window
transformation function combinef that specifies how the logical result window
is computed from the sub-windows. OS-Join also takes care of preserving the
order of the result windows by processing sub-windows in chronological order.

The following call to OS-Join combines the result sub-streams s21 and
s22 from the compute phase by calling the window transformation function
fft3combine. It uses the FFT-Radix algorithm to compute the result vector
components from the sub-vectors.

OS-Join({s21,s22},"fft3combine");

5 Experimental Results

In this section we present the experiments we conducted in order to investigate
how the two stream partitioning strategies scale and when it is favorable to
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use operator dependent window split that utilizes knowledge about the SQF
semantics.

The experimental set-up included three main strategies for the example SQF
fft3. The central execution on a single node(Figure 4a) is a reference strategy.
The second strategy is window distribute (WD) using Round Robin(Figure 4b).
The third strategy is window split (WS) using FFT-dependent split and join
operators (Figure 4c). In all the cases synchronization of the partitions after the
parallel execution is performed and taken into account in the measurements.

The parallel strategies WD and WS were tested for degree of parallelism 2,
4 and 8. Figure 7 shows the data flow graphs for degree of parallelism 4.

For degree of parallelism 4 we considered in addition a distributed implemen-
tation of partition and combine phases as hypernodes forming a tree structure
as shown in Figure 8.

A potential advantage of such tree-structured partitioning is that it allows
for scaling the partition and combine phases with higher degree of parallelism.
The tree structure in the example has 2 levels where each partitioning node
creates 2 partitions. Analogously, the tree-structured combine phases have 2
levels that combine the results from 2 partitions.

The experiments were done on a cluster computer with processing nodes
having Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 2.80GHz and 2GB RAM. The nodes were
connected by a gigabit Ethernet. The data was produced by a digital space
receiver. TCP was used for communication between GSDM working nodes.

We measure the performance of the strategies by the time it takes to process
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a stream segment of the same total size of 74MB. The segment contains 2MB
signal samples for each of the 3 channels and was chosen in such a way that
even the fastest strategies run long enough so that the slow start-up of TCP
communication is stabilized. To investigate peak throughput the tests were run
with increasing input rates until the point where the internal stream buffers
started to grow, indicating overload. All the diagrams show execution times for
such loss-less maximum throughput.

An important metrics for any parallel system is the scale up. It measures
in our case the effect of the logical window size on the performance. Many
scientific stream functions need to scale with the increase of the logical window
size, e.g. to improve the precision of the results. In order to investigate the
scalability with respect to the window size, six different logical window sizes
from 256 elements (9KB) to 8192 elements (289KB), were used in all of the
experiments.

Another important parallel performance metric is speed up. It is the ratio
of the time elapsed in the central execution towards the time elapsed in the
parallel execution for the same problem size, which in our case means the same
logical windows size. In order to analyze the speed up we also ran the central
reference strategy for all window sizes.

The execution of distributed scientific stream queries combines expensive
computations with high volume communication. In order to investigate the im-
portance and the effect of each of them on the total data flow performance, we
ran two sets of experiments - one with highly optimized fft3 function implemen-
tation and one with a slow implementation, where we deliberately introduced
some delays in the FFT algorithm. Figure 9 shows the execution times of FFT
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Figure 9: Times for FFT implementations

implementations for a single logical window of different sizes.
Figure 10 illustrates that the total elapsed time increases with the increase

of the logical window size for the central and both parallel strategies with degree
of parallelism 2 and in both fast and slow experiment sets. In the central case,
this increase corresponds to the FFT operation complexity, O(n log n). We
observe similar behavior in the parallel case with degree 2 since the total time
spent at FFT processing nodes is higher than the time spent on splitting and
merging nodes and thus, FFT performance determines the total data flow graph
throughput. The WS strategy is faster than the WD strategy, since the parallel
FFT processing nodes work on logical windows with vectors having size smaller
by a factor of two than the vector size in WD strategy. Given the operator
complexity this results in less total computational time.

Figure 11 illustrates that the fast and slow sets of experiments differ sub-
stantially for degree of parallelism 4. Here we compare four strategies: WD and
WS were both implemented with flat partitioning, i.e. in a single node, and tree
partitioning, i.e. by a structure of two partitioning levels.

We analyze first the performance of the experiments with fast FFT imple-
mentation (Fig. 11a). Figure 12a shows the maximum load of nodes in the
different phases of the distributed data flow. The total time spent on FFT
nodes is smaller than the time spent in partition and combine phases for all
strategies and logical window sizes. Thus, the total data flow scalability is lim-
ited by the performance of the partitioning and combining phases that mainly
communicate data. Even though the compute phase of WS is more efficient
than the compute phase of WD, the system cannot benefit from this since it is
the partition and combine phases that are main bottlenecks and limit the flow.

The WS strategy has more expensive operator dependent splitting and merg-
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Figure 10: FFT times for central and parallel in 2 execution (a)Fast implemen-
tation (b)Slow implementation

ing SQFs than the WD with RR strategy and has consequently smaller total
throughput. For example, the OS-Split using fft3part copies vector elements
in order to create partitioned logical windows and the OS-Join computes the
result windows using fft3combine, that executes the last step in FFT-Radix al-
gorithm. The computation involves one multiplication and one sum of complex
numbers for each element of the vector components of the result window. For
WS4-Flat strategy with degree of parallelism 4 both fft3part and fft3combine
are more expensive than the corresponding functions in the outermost nodes of
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Figure 11: FFT times for parallel in 4 execution (a)Fast implementation (b)Slow
implementation

WS4-Tree strategy where they have degree of parallelism 2. This explains the
worst performance of WS4-Flat among all the parallel strategies with degree 4.

In addition the performance of both WS strategies decreases when the win-
dow size is under some threshold, 512 for WS4-Tree and 1024 for WS4-Flat, due
to the memory management overhead for bigger number of small windows for
the same total stream segment size.

For both WD and WS strategies the distributed tree-structured partition and
combine phases show better performance than the flat one. The advantage is
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Figure 12: Real time spent in partition, FFT, and combine phases of the parallel-
4 strategies for logical window of size 8192. a)Fast implementation b)Slow im-
plementation

more substantial for big logical window sizes, which means that tree-partitioning
structure has better scalability with respect to the logical window size. The main
disadvantage is that it utilizes more executing nodes than the corresponding flat
partitioning strategies to provide the same degree of parallelism for the main
FFT operator. Figure 13 shows real time spent in communication, operator
processing, and system tasks in the partition and combine phases using the
WD-Tree and WD-Flat strategies for windows of size 8192. Here the operator
time is the total execution time of SQFs RRSplit and S-Merge. The communi-
cation time includes the total overhead of transferring data between the GSDM
and the communication subsystem. The figure illustrates the advantage, though
a small one, of the tree structured partition and combine because of the bet-
ter communication times in the outermost nodes of the partition and combine
phases due to less overhead for smaller number of TCP connections.

In the experiments with slow FFT implementation for degree of parallelism
4 the compute phase is slower than partition and combine phases (Fig. 12b).
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Therefore, the WS4-Tree strategy has a better performance than WD with RR
partitioning for all window sizes while WS4-Flat has about the same perfor-
mance except a decrease for sizes less than 1024. For these small logical window
sizes the WS4-Flat split and join nodes are more loaded than the FFT processing
nodes.

As a conclusion, the strategy that gives the best flow depends on the ratio
between the computational and communication costs. When, for a particular
degree of parallelism and logical window size the nodes in the compute phase
are loaded less than the nodes in the partition and combine phases, the latter
ones become the bottleneck that limits the flow. These nodes spend most of the
time in communicating data and a little percentage in the SQF that partitions
or combines the data.

In our setting for fast FFT implementation and degree of parallelism 4, the
partition and combine phases of WD are more efficient than the corresponding
phases of WS due to simpler partitioning and combining algorithms.

However, if the nodes in the compute phase are loaded more than the nodes
in the partition and combine phases, the compute phase limits the throughput.
This occurs in our setting for slow FFT implementation and degree of paral-
lelism 4, as well as for both implementations with degree of parallelism 2. In
these settings the window split strategy showed to be more efficient than win-
dow distribute since it utilizes knowledge about FFT semantics to make the
computation more efficient.

The ratio between the computational and communication cost is used as a
basis to determine the meaningful degree of parallelism for a given SQF. For
example, we also measured both parallel strategies with degree of parallelism 8.
The system did not benefit from the larger number of parallel nodes and showed
even worse times, since the compute nodes were much faster than the partition
and combine nodes.

When choosing the best strategy the system must take into account the total
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number of execution nodes available. Given an expensive function (slow FFT
version), Figure 14 shows that the window split strategy has better speed-up
than window distribute when resources are limited to a small total number of
processing nodes. For example, when resources are limited to 6 computational
nodes, 2 of which are dedicated to split and join, WS achieves a speed up of 4.6
for all window sizes while WD has a speed up of 4. For bigger number of nodes,
e.g. 10 in the diagram, window distribute using RR shows better result.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an extensible stream database system where continuous queries
(CQs) on data streams are executed as distributed data flow graphs containing
stream query functions (SQFs). An SQF is a query over logical stream windows.
The data flow graphs are defined using a user-extensible library of data flow
distribution templates (DFDTs).

For example many expensive computations use a lattice shaped distribution
pattern for scale-up with partition, compute, and combine phases. Using a
generic DFDT for such lattice shaped distributions, we implemented two overall
stream partitioning strategies, window split and window distribute.

Both strategies are customizable with stream partitioning and combining
functions as parameters. Window split allows to utilize knowledge about SQF
semantics to achieve better performance on the parallel computing nodes for
expensive SQFs. By contrast, window distribution partitions data independent
of SQF.

We evaluated the strategies in a cluster environment with real scientific
application data. The application requires scalability in both data throughput
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and window size. We measured how the total loss-less throughput scales as the
window size increases.

The experiments showed that window split is better than window distribute
when the compute phase is more loaded then the partition and combine phases.
This happens when executing with limited resources an SQF that is increasingly
more expensive for larger windows, such as FFT.

By reducing the size of windows for SQFs with higher than linear complexity
the total processing time is reduced, thus increasing the total throughput.

When the partitioning nodes are more loaded than the computational ones,
the scalability of the entire data flow graph is limited by the scalability of the
partitioning strategy itself. Therefore it is favorable to use a fast partition-
ing strategy, i.e. window distribution with Round Robin in our experimental
settings.

In our current system we utilize in a training mode the parameterized high
level DFDT specifications to vary the degree of parallelism and the partitioning
strategies. A built-in performance monitoring sub-system measures the perfor-
mance of different data flow graphs in order to find the optimal one.

In our continuing work we will investigate how to utilize adaptively query
monitoring and knowledge about the trade-offs of the partitioning strategies
during the query execution.

We are also investigating how GSDM can utilize computational Grids for
stream query executions.
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